W5 Junior
Tailor-made rigid wheelchair
for children
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W5 JUNIOR

Dynamic, stable and light
Ideal for the active child

W5 Junior is a customized active rigid wheelchair, designed for optimum synergy
between strength and weight.

The W5 Junior’s backrest is fully welded and it has an adjustable
rear axle, which allows the continuous adaption of the balance
point. However, the wheelchair is also available with a welded rear

FEATURES

axle. Then, the wheelchair has no moving parts and is therefore extremely rigid and robust, which means that all of the child’s energy
is harnessed for propulsion.

› Customized rigid wheelchair
› Ideal for the active child

The ergonomic seat has an adjustable strap seat as well as a strap
back.

› Extremely sturdy
› Fully welded or adjustable versions available

This ensures an ergonomic, upright posture, optimum pressure
relief and freedom of movement. The seat depth can be adjusted
continuously. With the help of an extension-kit, it is possible to extend the seat width by up to 3 cm, as your child grows.
The castors are positioned out in front of the foot plate, which ensures high stability and low rolling resistance.
There are many accessories, such as push handles or spokeguards,
available to choose from.

› Very easy to manoeuvre
› Multi-adjustable footrest
› High stability and low weight
› Crash-tested and approved for fastening in a car
› Propulsion weight from 5 kg
› User weight max. 70 kg

The W5 Junior can be ordered in different colors.

› REAR AXLE

› ERGONOMIC SEAT

› CASTORS

You can choose between a fixed

Ergonomic seat with adjustable strap

The position of the castors

back and strap seat.

provides extra stability and a

rear axle and an adjustable rear
axle.
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low rolling resistance.
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